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Maann: 08-10 18:06 more or less mild, when it becomes that? i would rather be a sheep, placed in a
bright, warm and peaceful environment, than be a human, in a dark, cold and forever depressing

environment. but i'm a pessimist, so i'd rather be a dog (and only that). Lillian: 08-10 18:57 There is
absolutely nothing wrong with the Democrats. They offer no real solutions. They just keep on with

their bankrupt business models that have been tried and repeatedly have not worked. The
Democrats are the problem not the solution. Melanie: 08-10 18:58 I DON'T get it - what am I

missing?? What is the point of your words, GAIL? Shum: 08-10 20:44 I'm actually considering cutting
a branch off a tree (before it hits the ground) and using it as a crutch. Basil: 08-10 21:33 And I need
a break now. Thanks for your concern, but I really can't take much more. Nathan: 08-10 22:14 hey,
I'm giving up, too Shani: 08-10 22:15 so stop the campaigning.. we all want that, right?? Jusq: 08-10
22:21 Do you knw how many fingers I am holding up? Villu: 08-10 23:33 Thanks for your concern,

but I really can't take much more. Zane: 08-10 23:36 +1 - READ THAT AND ENTER THE NUMBERS IN
ORDER. IF ALL THOSE THINGS HAPPEN, YOu will have a WINNING NUMBER. Blake: 08-10 23:37 It's

really not that bad a thing, I don't think. My students will be all right - they've got it in them. Zalmo:
08-10 23:49 Get back in there. Somebody help them. Vanessia: 08-11 01:02 I WOULD LOVE TO GET

INTO ONE OF THOSE! Gellund: 08-11 01: 0cc13bf012
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